
                                                                                    

Lesson 11 Progressions

Class Structure:      10m Warm-up / 15m Conditioning / 35m Sequencing and Dance / 5m Stretch
Conditioning Notes:

Pulling Taffy
Strength Focus:  Building grip strength.  Gradually introduces the hands maintaining the body's weight as as the weight is shifted off center from 

the feet.  Introduce wrist wraps to assist those that struggle to maintain their grip throughout the exercise. 

Shoulder Shrugs

Strength Focus:  Feeling scapula movement and proper shoulder position while hanging from long arms.  Students should keep toes on the 

ground in a seated position during this exercise.  Movement should be small with no flexion in the elbow.  *Note: Do NOT cue shoulders down and 

back!*

Long Arm Lifted Hang
Strength Focus:  Coordinating grip, shoulder, and abdominal engagement.  After completing shrugs, find the appropriate shoulder engagement.  

Do leg marching and prancing as a progression to a full hang.

Bent Arm Lifted Hang
Strength Focus:  Building bicep endurance to take on full body weight.  Do leg marching and prancing as a progression to a full hang.  For bent 

arms, having the shoulders down and back is an appropriate engagement while holding the position.

Rows
Strength Focus:  Building stregth while transitioning from bent to long arm positions.  Wrap the hands from kneeling to make it easier, wrap 

from sitting to provide a better challenge.

Climbs & Descents

Big Russian Flirt

Learning Focus:  Getting the tail high on the thigh before standing.  Utilizing the scissor kick technique from hip keys, really drive that leg around 

the tail to get it nice and high.  The aerialist can also lean back in the seated position to help kick the tail up further on the leg for proper placement.  Be 

sure to keep the leg extended or passe during the transition to standing to hold the tension on the tail during the climb.

Elevator Descent with Leg Wraps

Learning Focus:  Maintaining grip and shoulder position as the legs manipulate the tails.  After descending and getting about a 12-18 inches 

from the floor, reach the hands straight up to hold each pole of the fabric and bring the shoulders out.  Release the feet and see if the students can 

wrap each leg on its own individual tail.  Try to do one leg, then unwrap and try the next.

Single Tail Lock  

Arrow

Learning Focus:  Finding a horizontal position with the hands holding the free tail or utilizing a waist bight.  With a single tail foot lock, 

place both hands of the free tail and extend into a flat, arrow position.  Make sure the arms are fully extended and the hips are lifted.  Make sure the 

student can bend the knees and pull back into an upright sitting position. To utilize a bight, wrap the free tail around the torso, passing in the arm pits 

and holding the tail to the pole with both hands.

Basket

Learning Focus:  Creating a waist bight that crosses a pole, creating a basket, for additional support.   From standing in a passe position in a 

single tail lock, keep the tail in the opposite armpit as the foot lock leg.  Let the tail pass behind the back and then in front of the foot lock pole to rest 

on the passe leg.  Use the opposite hand of the foot lock leg to hold the tail and explore leaning back.

Fake Basket Belay

Learning Focus:  Getting the double foot locks even to create a semi-comfortable fake belay to rest in.   From the basket wrap, once your tail 

is on your passe knee lift it and pass it in front of your face and place it back in front.  Use the tail to  create a foot lock on your free leg.  If the foot 

locks are tied unevenly, then the waist wrap will cinch uncomfortable on the aerialist.  This is not a true belay!  Do not remove both foot locks while the 

waist is wrapped!

Single Tail Arabesque

Learning Focus:  Finding an arabesque position from a single tail lock where there is greater shoulder mobility.   From standing in a single 

tail lock, hold the tail and turn the back to the pole of the foot lock leg. Once the back is in the appropriate position, the aerialist should not have to hold 

the tail, but can play with it for some choreography opportunities.

Single Tail Clothesline

Learning Focus:  Finding an clothesline position from a single tail lock where there is safety line to hold.   From standing in a single tail lock, 

hold the tail and bring the free leg in between the foot locked leg and the pole of the fabric. Once the hips are turned forward, lift the free leg and hook 

it on the pole of the foot lock.  Lift the leg as high as possible when hooking, it will be a slightly internally rotated hook, which can feel different for 

many students and hard for those with limited hip mobility.  

Double Foot Lock  

Eiffel Tower Split

Learning Focus:  Getting all the additional wraps correctly placed.  Fabrics with too little tail will not be able to be used for this skill.  An 

instructor might want to lower the fabrics to create a lot of tail when learning this skill.  Do not have students try this high to begin with as the wraps 

can be confusing.  Starting in a Namaste position, separate the tails of the foot locks (maybe while hanging in a ball position) and bring them up to the 

outside of the thighs to cross them over the lap.    Once crossed in front, take the tails behind the back to create a second cross and leave the tails 

back in front between the thighs.  Reach high and push the legs into a pike position and then open up into a split.  
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